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BLUE PRISM GLOBAL MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT TERMS 

 
Our Global Maintenance and Support Terms (these “Support Terms”) are incorporated into and form part of your 
end user license agreement (“EULA”) with us, under which we agree to provide applicable support services in 
connection with your licensed use of the Software (“Support Services”). Capitalized terms used in these Support 
Terms shall have the respective meanings set forth in the EULA unless otherwise defined herein. 

 
1 SUPPORT SERVICE TIERS 

 
The elements included in Support Services vary according to the Support Tier in which you are enrolled. We 
provide Support Services in English remotely; no on-site support is included. The table below identifies the 
Support Service elements that are included in the applicable Support Tier. 

 

Support Element 
Support Tier 

Basic Tier Production Tier Business Critical Tier 

New Releases Included Included Included 

Maintenance 
Releases 

Included Included Included 

How Designated 
Contacts Log Support 
Cases 

Self-service via a web 
portal  

Self-service via a web 
portal 

Email 

Telephone 

 

Self-service via a web 
portal 

Email  

Telephone 

Live Chat 

 

Number of Designated 
Contacts 

3 10 50 

Target Response 
Time 

N/A P1 Cases: 1 hour  

P2 Cases: 4 hours 

P1 Cases: 30 minutes  

P2 Cases: 2 hours 

Target Resolution 
Time 

N/A N/A P1 Cases: 12 hours  

P2 Cases: 36 hours 

Service Hours Self-service: 24 hours 
x 7 days per week 

 

Self-service: 24 hours 
x 7 days per week 

Blue Prism 
Support:7am-7pm in 
Your Time Zone x 5 
business days per 
week 

Self-service: 24 hours 
x 7 days per week 

Blue Prism Support: 

P1 Cases: 24 hours x 
7 days per week 

P2 and Other Support 
Cases: 24 hours x 5 
business days per 
week 

Screen Sharing N/A Included Included 

Regular SLA Reviews  N/A N/A Included (for 
Customers with more 
than 50 licenses) 

Live Chat  N/A N/A Included (available 
before 30 June 2020) 

Support After End of 
Life  

N/A N/A 12 months’ support 
beyond the published 
End of Life date is 
included.   

Expert Connect N/A 5 calls per annum 

(one-hour maximum 
duration per call)  

Required notice period 
to set up call with 
appropriate expert:3 
business days. 

10 calls per annum 
(one-hour maximum 
duration per call) 

Required notice period 
to set up call with 
appropriate expert: 3 
business days. 
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2 YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES (ALL TIERS) 

 
(a) We provide Support Services solely for the resolution of Errors. You are responsible for your other 

support requirements, namely: 
 

(i) Environment support, which includes ensuring that the Environment meets the minimum 
requirements specified by us in the Blue Prism technical documentation for the applicable version of 
the Software; and 
 

(ii) Process Automations support, which includes all of your processes and procedures that are 
automated using the Software, as well as any custom objects that have been produced by or for 
you for use with the Software. 
 

(b) When requesting Support Services, your Designated Contact shall: 
 
(i) log Support Cases only through our support portal or, if permitted under the applicable Support 

Tier, by email, telephone or Live Chat; 
 
(ii) provide us with such information as may be required according to our case logging procedure, 

including a detailed description of how to replicate the suspected Error, details of investigations 
carried out or being carried out, and de-identified and non-confidential system event logs and 
process logs; 
 

(iii) make available to us (at reasonable times and free of charge) Designated Contacts and any 
additional personnel to assist as we may reasonably require for the provision of Support 
Services; and 
 

(iv) provide us with such additional information as we may reasonably require from time to time for 
the provision of Support Services and ensure that all such information shall be complete, 
accurate, and provided in a timely manner. 

 
 

3 EXCLUDED SERVICES. The following items are not included in Support Services. If you request and we 
agree to provide any of the following services, or other services, they will be chargeable according to our 
then-current standard rates. 
 
(a) All work undertaken outside the scope of Support Services as defined in these Support Terms. Examples 

of out-of-scope work include, but are not limited to, work outside of Service Hours, on-site work, training 
in correct usage of the Software; and any enhancements to the Software. 
 

(b) Support Services provided in relation to any suspected Error of or affecting the Software caused by: 
 
(i) use of the Software other than as permitted or contemplated by the Agreement or the 

Documentation; 
 

(ii) modification of the Software by any person other than us; 
 

(iii) incorrect implementation or configuration of the Software (unless carried out by us); 
 

(iv) failure to implement any Maintenance Release; or 
 

(v) the Environment, Process Automations or any third-party technology. 
 

 
 

4 END OF LIFE PROCEDURE 
 

We support each version of the Software for at least three (3) years from the official release date of such version, 
as specified in the “release notes” for such version. We will provide notification on our web portal at least twelve 
(12) months in advance of withdrawal of Support Services for any version of the Software. If you have subscribed 
to Business Critical Support Services, you will receive twelve (12) months of additional support beyond the end of 
life date. Further details are provided in Blue Prism’s End of Life Procedure. 
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DEFINITIONS 
 
 
Customer Success  A Blue Prism manager focused on proactively enabling you to achieve your desired 
Manager  business outcomes by deriving maximum value out of your connected-RPA investment. 
  
 
Designated Contact Qualified personnel you designate to log Support Cases. Designated Contacts must be 

familiar with the Software architecture, be capable of understanding the various 
components and terminology around the Software and have sufficient system privileges 
and authority to be able to implement any changes or recommendations we give you. 

 
End of Life Procedure The Blue Prism procedure that sets out the meaning and processes behind, amongst 

other things, the End of Life date, Maintenance Release, New Release.  The End of Life 
Procedure can be found on the Blue Prism web portal. 

 
Environment The hardware, virtual machines, operating systems, hosted environment, network 

infrastructure and underlying applications that you automate using the Software, in each 
case meeting the minimum requirements we specify in our installation guide for the 
applicable version of the Software. 

 
Error  A code-based failure of the Software to operate in accordance with the Blue Prism 

technical documentation.  
 
Expert Connect Dedicated time from one of our subject matter experts to learn more about your chosen 

subject: from understanding how to stand up an effective Center of Excellence by 
utilizing our Robotic Operating Model, to specific questions on how to architect your 
infrastructure for scale.  Each call is limited to one hour and is booked through our 
support team.  You will receive confirmation of the appointed subject matter expert and 
proposed dates within 3 business days.  Unused calls do not roll forward to the following 
year. 

 
Live Chat Before 30 June 2020, we will be introducing a chatbot to help you find solutions to your 

problems.  If the solution cannot be found by the chatbot, you will have the option to 
escalate the question or issue a support ticket and the chatbot will guide you through 
the process to gather the information our team of experts require to start progressing 
and resolving the issue. 

  
 If you have “Business Critical Support” you will have the option of talking to one of our 

support engineers in the same window as the chatbot.  The support engineer will be 
able to see the questions you have asked and the responses you have made to gather 
the context and seamlessly continue the conversation. 

 
Maintenance Release Minor releases (as defined in our End of Life procedure) or patch of the Software. 
 
New Release New or major releases (as defined in our End of Life procedure) of the Software. 
 
Other Support Case A Support Case that is not a P1 Case or P2 Case. 
 
P1 Case A suspected Error that renders the Software entirely unavailable and results in a critical 

impact on your business. 
 
P2 Case A suspected Error that severely impacts operation of the Software and results in a 

critical business impact on multiple Process Automations.  
 
Process Automations  Your processes and procedures that are automated using the Software. 
 
Screen Sharing Support element, whereby you share your screen with us in order to demonstrate your 

issue so that we can work towards resolving it.  You will only share data with us that 
you are authorized to. Please note that this is an optional support offering and does not 
involve remote access to your systems. 

 
SLA Reviews If you do not have a Customer Success Manager, we will appoint a Support Relationship 

Manager who will hold regular reviews with you of your support tickets handled during 
that period and help with any issues that become stale or escalated.  We will agree with 
you the frequency of these SLA Reviews, but they will not be more frequent than once 
in any period of 90 days. 
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Service Hours The period during which Support Services will be available and during which Target 

Response Times and Target Resolution Times (if applicable) will be measured. 
 
Support Case Your request for Support Services in relation to a suspected Error. 
 
Target Resolution Time  The targeted period from our confirmation that a Support Case is due to an Error until 

resolution of the Error. Any period during which we are unable to make progress on a 
Support Case due to your delay in providing information or your lack of collaboration is 
excluded. Provision of a suitable Work Around qualifies as a resolution, even though 
we may continue to work toward a permanent correction of the Error. 

 
Target Response Time  The targeted period from our initial receipt of a Support Case until we acknowledge 

such receipt, communicate an incident reference number to you, and assign a priority 
level to the Support Case. 

 
Work Around A method, action or procedure we recommend which, in our reasonable judgment, 

substantially mitigates the effects of an Error. 
 
Your Time Zone The time zone in the jurisdiction where the Software will be installed, as set out in the 

relevant Blue Prism Order Form, unless you write to us selecting another time zone. 


